XCITIUM STOPS WHAT OTHERS MISS

Discover ZeroThreat:

ZERO TRUST | ZERO BREACH
ZERO DOWNTIME | ZERO DWELL TIME
UNIFIED ENDPOINT PROTECTION PLATFORM

XCITIUM’S SUITE OF ENTERPRISE-LEVEL SECURITY PRODUCTS PROVIDES A COMPLETE UNIFIED ENDPOINT PROTECTION PLATFORM.

XCITIUM DIFFERENCE

No one can stop zero-day malware from entering your network, but Xcitium ZeroThreat can prevent it from causing damage.

Full Fledged Endpoint Security Solution

Our Unified Endpoint integrates ZeroThreat technologies with critical components like our highly rated advanced endpoint protection, endpoint detection and response, and endpoint management to offer a single cloud-accessible solution.

Patented Isolation Technology

Unlike legacy AV vendors who rely on detection before they can prevent malicious actions, at Xcitium we neutralize malware by virtualizing the 3 main components malware needs to succeed. When unknown files run, they are automatically contained.

Superior Cloud-Based Technology

Our cloud-native platform works in real-time to communicate between ZeroThreat containment and verducing, ZeroThreat Advanced EDR, Endpoint Manager, ZeroThreat Complete X/MDR, and Mobile Device Manager to give you enterprise-grade protection at affordable fixed rates.

Fully Managed Services

Our Security Operations Centers and teams of analysts work around the clock globally. These veteran threat hunters simply love analyzing, profiling and reverse engineering attacks and threats.
ZERO INFECTIONS
ZERO DAMAGE

Our ZeroThreat platform is the only security solution providing immediate isolation of infections at runtime! Unknown zero-days, ransomware—when we say all, we mean ALL.

KEY CAPABILITIES

No one can stop zero-day malware from entering your network, but you can prevent a breach. Xcitium prevents malware from causing any damage.

Prevent both commodity and sophisticated attacks Whether attackers use malware or not, and regardless of whether your endpoints are online or offline.

Continuous visibility and insight Gain insights into applications and processes running in your environment. Use the inherited risks stemming from vulnerabilities and patch levels to immediately identify, isolate, and remediate threats.

Instantaneous prevention at runtime Ensures active protection from all unknown threats.

Proactive hunting and tracking of threat activity Supported by world-class security experts.

Eliminate agent fatigue Consolidating your endpoints into our unified endpoint security solution delivers advanced endpoint protection, endpoint management, mobile device management, and endpoint detection and response in a single solution designed for full cloud integration and management.

STOP DAMAGE BEFORE IT STARTS

Our ZeroThreat unified endpoint solution combines exploit prevention, enhanced visibility, and endpoint management to neutralize malware and ransomware, contain breaches, avoid data loss, and maintain cyber hygiene, stopping cyber-attacks before they can do any damage!
UNIFIED MANAGED SECURITY

OUR APPROACH

Xcitium's suite of enterprise-level security products provides a complete Unified Endpoint Protection Platform. Which includes:

ZeroThreat Essentials: Advanced EPP

ZeroThreat Advanced: EDR

ZeroThreat Complete X/MDR: Comprehensive managed detection and response with 24/7/365 security experts and SOC team.

UNKNOWN OR KNOWN — WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

We protect and defend your systems and data while replacing multiple solutions. Our patented approach to stopping breaches is disrupting the market and preventing damage caused by malware and ransomware.

ZERO THREAT PLATFORM

A single unified endpoint solution offering exploit prevention, advanced threat hunting, and endpoint management to stop ransomware, avoid breaches, and sustain your business.

ZEROTHREAT ESSENTIALS

Move from Detection to Prevention with Auto Containment™ to isolate infections such as ransomware & unknowns.

ZEROTHREAT ADVANCED

Gain full context of an attack to connect the dots on how hackers are attempting to breach your network.

ZEROTHREAT COMPLETE X/MDR

With 24 • 7 • 365 SOC Investigation and environment hardening, your vulnerabilities are due to lack of resources, processes, and possibly the technology to maintain all these technologies.
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ABOUT US

Xcitium, formerly known as Comodo Security Solutions, is used by more than 3,000 organizational customers & partners around the globe. Founded with one simple goal – to put an end to cyber breaches. Xcitium’s patented ‘ZeroThreat’ technology uses Kernel API Virtualization to isolate threats like zero-day malware & ransomware before they can cause any damage. ZeroThreat is the cornerstone of Xcitium’s endpoint suite which includes advanced endpoint protection (AEP), endpoint detection & response (EDR), and managed detection & response (MDR). Since its inception, Xcitium has a zero breach track record when fully configured.

CONTACT

sales@xcitium.com • support@xcitium.com